Kolej 17. Listopadu, Patkova 3, Prague 8

Main railway station: go by subway red C line to Nádraží Holešovice station, there change to bus No.187 to Pelc-Tyrolka bus stop. The hall of residence is located next to the bus stop.

Holešovice railway station: go bus No.187 to Pelc-Tyrolka station. The hall of residence is located next to the bus stop.

Airport Václav Havel: go by bus No.119 to Nádraží Veleslavín station, where transfer to subway green A-line as far as Muzeum station. At station Muzeum change to red C line to Nádraží Holešovice station. There you change on bus No.187 to the busstop Pelc-Tyrolka bus stop. The hall of residence is located next to the bus stop.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Buy a ticket for transport when entering Prague and coming to the dormitory. Tickets are good for one continuous trip, but only one (see PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION IN PRAGUE, below). Destination information is displayed at all subways, trams, and buses, on the platform. If you inadvertently go in the wrong direction, do not panic. Simply get off and take transport in the opposite direction. Tickets are still good for a single trip.